Friday 18 September 2020
Open Day Programme

Activities and workshops during the first part of the afternoon are for students only, but parents and supporters are welcome to go on a tour of the College when you arrive, and to join Admissions staff for the final sessions from 4:30pm onwards.

1:00pm  Registration
1:15pm  Parent and supporter tours with current undergraduates (tours running until 2:15pm)
1:15pm  Introduction to Newnham and the application process
         (Dr Sam Lucy, Admissions Tutor)
2:00pm  Refreshments with Directors of Studies:
         A general talk and the opportunity to discuss your subject choices
         (if your Director of Studies is unable to attend, a current undergraduate or
         the Admissions Tutor will be able to answer most questions.)
2:45pm  Admissions Workshop:
         - Finalising your personal statement
         - Exploring your subject
         - Admissions Assessments
         - Interviews: what to expect and how to prepare
4:00pm  Q&A with current undergraduates
4:15pm  Tour with current undergraduates
4:15pm  Q&A with Dr Sam Lucy for parents and supporters
4:45pm  Final Questions & Departure

You will receive a prospectus on the day. If you have already received a prospectus we would be grateful if you could pass this on to your school or college careers library.